Abstract: We analyze the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) phenomenology of heavy vector resonances with a SU (2) L × SU (2) R spectral global symmetry. This symmetry partially protects the electroweak S-parameter from large contributions of the vector resonances. The resulting custodial vector model spectrum and interactions with the standard model fields lead to distinct signatures at the LHC in the diboson, dilepton and associated Higgs channels.
Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs-like particle at the LHC further supports the remarkable success of the Glashow, Salam and Weinberg (GSW) theory of electroweak interactions. The GSW theory augmented with Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is known as the standard model of particle interactions (SM). Any extension of the SM must closely reproduce the GSW theory, including the Higgs sector. It is therefore natural to explore extensions where the low energy effective GSW theory is partially protected against contributions from new sectors via the presence of additional symmetries.
One may either consider perturbative or non-perturbative extensions of the GSW theory. Here we consider the possibility that the new extension features massive spin-1 resonances in the TeV region. This is, for example, expected in any model of composite dynamics near the electroweak scale while many perturbative extensions also feature, via new Higgs mechanisms, massive spin-1 states, e.g. so-called Z states.
Our model respects the custodial symmetry of the GSW theory protecting the mass relation between the electroweak W and Z bosons. It features an additional global SU (2) L × SU (2) R symmetry of the heavy spin-1 resonances which protects the S-parameter as well as longitudinal W W scattering from large contributions of the heavy resonances. We model the Higgs sector as in the GSW theory. By construction, our model then has the GSW theory as a well defined decoupling limit when sending the mass of the new resonances to infinity. We shall call our model the custodial vector model (CVM).
A discussion of possible strong dynamics underlying the CVM are given in [1] [2] [3] . The spectral symmetry of the vector resonances in the CVM was discussed in [4] and built into the so-called Degenerate Breaking Electroweak Symmetry Strongly (D-BESS) model [5] without featuring a Higgs particle. See also a recent discussion of the symmetry in the context of composite Higgs models [6] . The CVM can also be interpreted as an extension of the GWS theory with multiple scalars, in which the massive spin-one bosons arise from new gauge sectors, e.g. [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper we introduce the CVM and investigate its LHC phenomenology. The model features a very distinct pattern of spin-1 resonances in the diboson, dilepton and associated Higgs search channels allowing, in principle, to pin it down. Specifically the CVM predicts closely spaced spin-1 resonance double peaks in the dilepton invariant mass distributions, single resonance peaks in the single charged lepton channels, and suppressed peaks or no signal in the diboson channels. Higgs production in association with vector bosons is also an important search channel, which depending on the parameter space can be substantially enhanced with respect to the GSW theory.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss current LHC constraints on spin-1 resonances. The CVM Lagrangian is discussed in section 3. Here we also outline the qualitative phenomenology. We compare the model predictions with the electroweak precision measurements in section 4. The detailed phenomenological analysis is provided in section 5. Finally in section 6 we summarise our findings and discuss further developments.
Current Constraints on Generic Vector Resonances
We first summarise the relevant LHC searches for vector resonances that will be used to constrain the CVM model parameter space in section 3.
We consider a set of narrow charged and neutral spin-one resonances, R ± i and R 0 i respectively, with i counting the number of independent mass eigenstates. With H we denote the 125 GeV Higgs-like particle. The relevant effective interaction vertices are summarised via contact operators in the Lagrangian:
The vertices linking the spin-one resonances with the SM fermions are
where u (d) runs over all up-type (down-type) quarks and leptons, f runs over all quark and lepton flavors, and we have expressed the vertices both in left-right and vector-axial basis, with P L/R = (1 ± γ 5 )/2. The CP -invariant trilinear interactions of the spin-one resonances with H are
Note that a vertex with one spin-one resonance and two scalars H is not CP -invariant, and is therefore not included in L R H [10] . For single resonance production and subsequent decay, in L R gauge we only need to consider the vertices with one resonance and two SM gauge bosons, as tri-boson final states are suppressed compared to the di-boson ones, due to smaller available phase-space. The C and P invariant interactions are
The 2-body decay modes of R ± i and R 0 i may be then summarized as 6) where the formulae for the partial widths are provided in Appendix C. We disregard the subdominant 3-and 4-body decay modes.
The relevant current LHC limits for a single charged or neutral vector resonance are given in Fig. 1 and the corresponding data listed in table (1) . The dilepton limits are at least an order of magnitude stronger than any of the diboson limits at any resonance mass.
The ATLAS dilepton limit on the figure is the one relevant for a sequential standard model (SSM) Z in [11] . The CMS limits on the + − production [12] are expressed in terms of R σ ≡ σ(pp→Z +X→ +X) σ(pp→Z+X→ +X) . We convert the bounds on R σ to bounds on the total inclusive cross section. We use the total standard model cross section for the Drell Yan Z boson production given in [13] . Similarly, for the associated Higgs production, the limits in [14] are given in terms of the signal strength, µ ≡ σ/σ SM . We convert this to a limit on the cross section, σ BSM = σ − σ SM . For σ SM we use the prediction at NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak accuracy [15] . The W Z channel CMS search gives exclusion for the fully decayed 3 leptons and missing energy final state, therefore we obtain the limit on W Z cross section by correcting for the W and Z branching ratios. Figure 1 . ATLAS and CMS 95% CL exclusion limits on production cross-section times branching ratio, σ × BR, for a new neutral or charged vector resonance. The charged vector final states are ν, W Z and W H. Data references are given in table (1).
The Custodial Vector Model
The CVM, like the GSW theory, possesses a global SU (2) L × SU (2) R chiral symmetry which breaks spontaneously to the diagonal SU (2) V symmetry. It is well known that this custodial symmetry protects the T -parameter. The electroweak gauge symmetry group Table 1 . LHC searches used to constrain the CVM. 1 Fully leptonic analysis, see [23] for similar limits from a semi leptonic analysis.
2 Semi leptonic analysis, see [24] for a boosted semi-leptonic analysis.
3 Not shown in fig. (1) due to the low luminosity. 4 The ZH analysis of ATLAS is not relevant as explained in sec. is simply SU (2) L × SU (2) R and protects the S-parameter and W W scattering from large corrections coming from the vector sector [2] [3] [4] [5] [25] [26] [27] , as we shall show below.
To elucidate the patterns of chiral symmetry breaking we use a linear representation of the original chiral symmetry group, both for the Higgs and vector sector. The Higgs H and the electroweak Goldstone bosons Π a constitute a weak doublet that can be represented via
where T a = τ a /2 with τ a the Pauli matrices. Here v is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) and Σ transforms as a bi-fundamental of the chiral symmetry group:
The electroweak gauge boson interactions with Σ are introduced via the covariant derivative 
whereg is the self-coupling. Note that we have used a single coupling for both A L and A R : in fact we assume that the new CVM sector is invariant under parity, i.e.
The linear combinations [2] 6) transform homogeneously under the electroweak subgroup and can be immediately used to build Lagrangian invariants. As shown in [2] the following Lagrangian
R when the electroweak gauge interactions are switched off. It is straightforward to see that in this limit the vectors transform independently as:
In the Lagrangian W µν and B µν are the ordinary electroweak field strength tensors, whereas F Lµν and F Rµν are the field-strength tensors built out of the spin-one fields A L and A R , respectively. The coupling s is real and f is a new mass scale for the heavy vectors. Because µ 2 is positive Σ acquires a VEV, given at tree-level by
Upon diagonalising the mass matrices we end up with the ordinary GSW gauge bosons, and two nearly mass-degenerate triplets of heavy vectors. The physical heavy vectors are denoted by L ±,0 and R ±,0 . They are dominantly A L and A R respectively. In the appendices A, B and C we diagonalise the mass matrices, evaluate the couplings and widths of the spin-one resonances. It is useful to sketch the basic qualitative features of the CVM phenomenology before the quantitative study presented in sec. (5) . The new SU (2) L ×SU (2) R custodial symmetry over the vectors has an immediate impact on the partial decay widths of the vectors into either fermions or bosons, which scale as
where
is the mass of the vectors in the absence of the subdominant electroweak corrections. V, V denote the W, Z bosons. We also trade the parameter s for the parameter 12) because it controls the ratio of the partial width Γ HV R i
to the other partial widths of the model, see (3.10) .
The dominant production mode of the CVM vectors is the Drell-Yan (DY) process. From the partial widths scaling above and from the LHC limits shown in Fig. 1 it follows that for the CVM the strongest constraints arise from the dilepton final state provided a is not much larger than unity. The LHC constraint from the associate Higgs production final states HV is dominant when a is large 1 . We detail this in sec. (5.3) .
It is useful to define δ, the fractional difference between the ZZ-Higgs coupling in the CVM with respect to the GSW Higgs, as an alternative to a; a is indeed the parameter directly controlling δ.
where M Z is the Z mass, and the sign of δ is chosen such that it coincides with the one of a. From the explicit expression of g HZZ derived in eq. (B.9) we get the approximate expression:
obtained assuming M R M W andg 1; note that δ is exactly proportional to a, not only in the limit of large M R andg. On the other hand, the deviation from the GSW relation for the W W -Higgs coupling, δ W , does not vanish when a = 0 because the tree-level W -boson mass is modified in the CVM. The relation is given in eq. (B.10), and is approximately
The Yukawa sector of the CVM is modelled after the GSW theory to include minimal flavour violation and consequently minimise tension with experimental results from flavour physics.
Intriguingly the CVM is challenging to uncover at the LHC even for vector masses in the TeV region and not too large values ofg. The reason being that, for order unity 95% exclusion limit on long-lived charged particles provided by CMS is given in the black curve [28] .
values of all the couplings, the vectors are very narrow and therefore their line shapes are hard to reconstruct with current experimental resolution. Furthermore forg 2 even the spacing in mass of the two resonances is less than the current experimental resolution in the dilepton invariant masses making it impossible to resolve them.
For sufficiently large values of a the partial width of R → HV grows and of course the overall width grows too. In this case one can reconstruct the overall line shape but cannot resolve the two closely spaced resonances because they significantly overlap.
We also note that due to the enhanced symmetry over the vectors the charged right resonances R ± are stable. However we expect the CVM symmetry to be only approximate in the full theory. If the breaking is very small the R ± are long lived. They are pair produced via a Drell-Yan process and will leave tracks in the CMS tracker and muon system [28] . The exclusion limit shown in fig. (2) is independent ofg and a to leading order and rules out values of M R below 300 GeV so this constraint is currently weak.
Electroweak Precision Tests
Contributions from the CVM to the electroweak observables are suppressed relative to generic models with vector resonances and scalars for two reasons: the presence of a very SM-like Higgs state, and the global symmetry acting on the vectors. We will now discuss in turn these contributions.
Higgs sector
The deviation in the couplings of the Higgs boson to the electroweak gauge bosons in the CVM model is essentially parametrised by δ, see (3.13). As discussed, the corrections are not universal between the W and Z bosons, but here we only want to obtain the order of magnitude of the allowed range for these deviations. We thus simply discuss the overall value of the deviation, neglecting the extra small contributions from the difference between δ and δ W .
δ is constrained indirectly by the electroweak parameters S and T which have been determined in full in [29] . Approximate expressions read:
where M h is the Higgs mass and θ the Weinberg angle defined as
Here α is the electromagnetic coupling at the Z pole. To provide simple constraints on δ we approximate here the renormalisation procedure [29] by the presence of a physical cutoff Λ which is expected to be around the new resonances mass scale, i.e. 4πv. At the 95% CL (centred) interval for δ we deduce the approximate bounds -adapting the analysis in [30] to the CVM:
The limits are comparable to the ones from the direct Higgs couplings measurements [31] that at two-sigmas yield,
Since we will mainly consider |δ| 0.003 in the phenomenological analysis, to avoid very large widths of the vector resonances, we are well within the experimental constraints.
Vector sector
The CVM contributions to the electroweak parameters S and T from the heavy vector bosons are suppressed because of the two custodial symmetries of the model. According to the parameterization of electroweak observables [32] , only the custodial and isospin preserving parameters W and Y are now non-vanishing [3, 33, 34] :
The observables S, T and U , introduced to parameterize LEP 1 observables, can be expressed as linear combinations of (in this case) W and Y : and performing a simple χ 2 test, we obtain the exclusion limits on (M R ,g), shown in fig. (3) . Given the small values of |δ| 0.003 we consider we have disregarded the Higgs contributions and still the limits are are much weaker than the ones we will obtain from direct searches, below.
LHC Phenomenology
In this section we present the detailed LHC phenomenology of the CVM, previously sketched in sec. 3. To aide numerical computations, the model is implemented in MadGraph 5 [35] using the FeynRules package [36] . In our computations we use the following electroweak parameters:
In addition to these, the CVM is parameterized by the three parameters, characterizing the new spin one resonances
where M R is the mass scale of the heavy resonances,g is their self-coupling and a was defined in eq. (3.12). Instead of a we will sometimes use δ defined in eq. the factorisable nature of the QCD corrections for the Drell-Yan production, the inclusive cross section at NNLO accuracy in QCD is given by
where σ LO is the leading order prediction and the K factor depends only on the mass of the resonance. We use K = 1.16 for the neutral vector resonance production and 1.2 for the charged. These choices of K factors mean that our exclusion limits are slightly conservative 2 .
As explained in the previous section, the masses of the heavy resonances are degenerate for largeg and only become appreciably different wheng 1. In fact, the left triplet L 0,± states remain highly degenerate for all parameter values. The vector spectrum as a function ofg can be seen in fig. (5 are small compared to the other decay channels. In this case, the heavy resonances are very narrow and the separation in masses between the two neutral resonances is always larger than their widths. Furthermore the branching ratios are nearly constant as a function ofg and M R , apart from corrections due to the mass differences of the final states.
Once a grows, the HW ± /HZ channels become important and eventually dominate the widths of the heavy resonances. This phenomenon is shown at the branching ratios level as a function of a in fig. (7) . For fixed a the branching ratios are constant to leading order in M R andg. 
Dilepton searches
The current ATLAS [11] and CMS [12] exclusion limits on neutral vector resonances in the dilepton channels are based on modelling the signal as a single resonance. In the CVM, the two resonances are nearly degenerate as shown in fig. (5) . Two questions then arise: Is it possible to resolve a two peak structure? And, is it possible to resolve the line-shape of each peak?
The fractional dimuon mass resolution at CMS is σ(µµ)/m µµ 6.5% at masses around 1 TeV. It further depletes at higher energies due to the difficulty in measuring the curvature of the track in the muon chambers. 3 , on the other hand, is approximately constant above 500 GeV [38] 4 . Summarising, for heavy resonances whose widths are lower than 5% of their masses, the search is currently dominated by the resolution of the detector and therefore the line shapes of the peaks cannot be measured [11] . For values of a 1 ( or δ 10 −3 ) the ratio of the total width of the vector resonances to their mass satisfies Γ R /m R 0.01−0.1% which is well below the current sensitivity. This is illustrated in fig. (8) , showing the resonance pattern of the CVM in dilepton invariant mass distributions with two different bin widths -the largest bin width of 30 GeV is representative of current experimental sensitivity and insufficient to reconstruct the line shapes. We next consider the ability to resolve the two peak structure. The relative mass splitting of our resonances is approximately
The different symbols σ and ∆ indicate that the muon uncertainty follows a Gaussian while the electron uncertainty does not. 4 When both electrons are detected in the barrel, this mass resolution is 1.1%, and when one of the electrons is in the barrel and the other is in the endcaps it is 2.3% [38] . This shows that the resolution of the detector would allow probing the presence of two peaks ifg 2 5 . This would also allow a measurement ofg directly from the separation of the two peaks.
For values of a 1 ( or δ 10 −3 ) the resonances can overlap. Values of ∆M/Γ, wherē Γ = (Γ L 0 + Γ R 0 )/2, as well as the largest Γ/M ratio are shown in fig. (9) . When ∆M/Γ approaches unity, the resonances will overlap in the dilepton invariant mass distributions. This is shown in the right panel of fig. (10) . Furthermore the width over mass ratio exceeds unity for large a at which point the effective description breaks down.
Finally the interference between the signal and the SM background can be relevant. As seen in fig. (8) the CVM model features a destructive interference between the resonances and the SM background yielding a dip just before the peaks. If the dip and the resonance peak are summed into one bin obviously this can reduce the observed cross section at the peak. The effect of interference in dilepton resonant searches has been extensively studied in [39] . Given the caveats above a sound strategy to set relevant constraints is to consider first the caseg 2 and a not too large. Here the peaks cannot be resolved and an overall cross section constraint can be set. Specifically, we compare the predicted cross section corresponding to the total number of events in the mass range M ( ) > M R − 30 GeV to the experimentally observed cross section limit.
In fig. (11) we present the CVM dilepton cross section as a function of M R for different values ofg and a together with the ATLAS and CMS 95% exclusion limits with center of mass energy √ s = 8 TeV and L ≈ 20 fb −1 of integrated luminosity [11, 12] .
Off-diagonal Widths
In the parameter range where the resonances overlap, their off-diagonal widths can also become important -i.e. the imaginary and real parts of the vector resonance self-energies cannot be diagonalized simultaneously -and contribute to the amplitude. The basic formalism was recently discussed in [40] , and we review it in appendix D. The contributions of fermion and vector loops to the imaginary parts of the vector selfenergies are reported in [40] , while the Higgs contribution from the diagrams in fig. (12) are given by: 
CMS ATLAS Figure 11 . Full LHC signal cross section for dilepton + − production in the CVM with √ s = 8 TeV at parton level as a function of M R for different values ofg and δ as given in the figure. Also shown in black are the 95% exclusion limits provided by ATLAS and CMS [11, 12] . Figure 12 . One-loop heavy vector self-energy diagrams in the CVM with internal Higgs bosons contributing to the off-diagonal widths.
contribution dominates the off diagonal widths. In fig. (13) we illustrate the effect of the off diagonal widths. We show the amplitude squared, summed and averaged over color and spin for the process uū → L 0 /R 0 → e + e − (i.e excluding purely SM contributions from Z and γ) in three different schemes: In the Naive computation the propagators are added with a fixed width; In the Running W. computation each propagator is included with the energy dependent width and in the Full computation, the complete amplitude including off-diagonal widths is used. The ratio between each scheme to the Full amplitude is shown on the bottom inserts. When δ is large, the difference between the Naive and the Full computation can be of the order of 50% close to the resonance peaks.
Nevertheless, the corresponding exclusion limits derived with the full scheme are only a bit stronger as can be seen by comparing fig. (11) and fig. (14) .
Single Charged Lepton Searches
In the CVM model, only the L ± resonances contribute to the single charged lepton final states ν. However, properly accounting for interference effects with the SM states in these σ(pp
Full g =6 Full g =12 Naive g =6 Naive g =12 CMS ATLAS Figure 14 . Full LHC signal cross section for dilepton + − production in the CVM with √ s = 8 TeV at parton level, taking into account off-diagonal widths, as a function of M R for different values ofg and δ as given in the figure. Also shown in black are the 95% exclusion limits provided by ATLAS and CMS [11, 12] . channels is delicate, see e.g. [41] . Due to the final state neutrino, one has to rely on the smeared transverse mass distribution to infer the presence of the new resonance, as opposed to the narrower peaks in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The interference in the low energy part of the transverse mass distribution can be significant. 
Associated Higgs Searches
Current searches for the production of the Higgs state in association with a SM vector boson also yield relevant bounds on the CVM parameter space. The ATLAS and CMS collaborations provide upper bounds on the signal strenght µ = σ/σ SM , for the processes pp → H(bb)Z( + − ), pp → H(bb)Z(νν) and pp → H(bb)W ( ν, τ ν) [14, 20] . In the CVM model the final state vector resonance can be any of the states V = Z, W ± or R i = L 0,± , R 0 and the relevant diagrams are shown in fig. (16) and fig. (17) . The largest contribution to the CMS analysis of the pp → H(bb)W ( ν, τ ν) channel typically comes from HL ± production even though it is phase space suppressed with respect to HW ± . This is due to the large HL ± L ∓ coupling (eq. (B.14)). Moreover, the kinematical cuts employed in the analysis tend to enhance the high energy region and consequently the new Figure 16 . Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs production in association with charged vectors in the CVM. Figure 17 . Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs production in association with a neutral vectors in the CVM.
physics contribution. The CMS best-fit signal strength with 1-sigma errors is
In the corresponding ATLAS analysis of pp → H(bb)W ( ν, τ ν) the transverse mass system associated with the W boson (lepton and missing energy) is required to be small, m W T < 120 GeV, which strongly reduce contributions from the CVM vector resonances. Therefore, we use the CMS result to set limits on the CVM parameter space.
For the pp → H(bb)Z(νν) search the HL 0 channel gives the largest contribution of new physics in both the CMS and ATLAS analysis. Again we choose to use the CMS result
to impose limits on the CVM model 7 .
In the search for pp → H(bb)Z( + − ) the mass of the dilepton system is required to be near M Z and therefore the HL 0 /HR 0 channels are highly off-shell and suppressed. It is thus neglected here. It would be very interesting to consider a dedicated analysis looking for resonances in the dilepton mass system in this search channel as proposed in [43] [44] [45] .
To set our limits we use the total CVM cross-section in the associated Higgs channels. We again believe this yields a conservative limit since the cuts employed in [14] select high energy events and enhance the new CVM contribution with respect to the SM. 7 The ATLAS result in this search channel gives the unphysical result µ(Z(νν)H) = −0.3 ± 0.5 which essentially exludes both the SM and CVM at the 95% of confidence level. However since a 2-sigma level deficit is also observed in the control sample µ(Z( )Z(bb)) and no deficit is observed in the search channel µ(Z( )H) we disregard the result. On the left-hand side of fig. (18) we show the predicted signal strength, µ = σ/σ SM in the pp → H ν channel for different CVM parameters. The exclusion limit on µ shown in the figure comes from the measurement of H(bb)W (τ ν, ν) at CMS. Analogously, the signal strength of the pp → Hνν process in CVM is shown on the right hand side of fig. (18) with the corresponding exclusion limits derived from the H(bb)Z(νν) channel.
As expected the limits are stronger than the ones from dilepton searches for large values of a. Moreover, a dedicated resonance search in these channels could provide more stringent limits on the parameter space. Or better, the chance to discover the interplay of multiple resonances with the Higgs.
Parameter space
We end this section by studying the allowed regions in the M R ,g and a parameter space given the constraints from dilepton + − (blue curves), single-charged lepton ± + / E T (magenta curves) and associated Higgs searches 8 (red curves). In some of the plots we show the parameter δ instead of a.
The allowed and excluded regions at 95% CL are shown as the white and striped regions respectively in (M R ,g) planes in fig. (19) for fixed values of a or δ. For a = 0 only the dilepton and (sub dominantly) the single charged lepton searches significantly constrain the parameter space as shown in the upper left panel of fig. (19) . However, a dedicated study may put further constraints via the non-zero HL ± L ± interaction giving rise to diagram 3 in fig. (16) . As a is dialed up, associated Higgs production starts to compete with the dilepton searches as shown in the 3 remaining panels. In particular for a 20 (|δ| 10 −3 ) the associated Higgs production provide the strongest constraint over most of the parameter space shown. 8 We use a simple χ 2 -analysis to combine the H ν and Hνν channels. The same can be seen from the exclusion limits in the (δ,g) and (a,g) planes for different values of M R shown in fig. (20) . Finally, in fig. (21) we show the regions in (M R , a) and (M R , δ) planes for different values ofg.
In summary, the LHC currently excludes roughly between a third or half of the parameter space satisfyingg < 4π and M R gv 3 TeV and |a| 25. The constraints from electroweak precision measurements are negligible in comparison, due to the enhanced global SU (2) L × SU (2) R symmetry over the vector spectrum.
Future Reach
We show an estimate of the CMS reach in the dilepton channel at the high energy Run II of LHC at √ s = 13 TeV in fig. (22) . For comparison with the upper left panel of fig. (19) we also show the estimated current LHC exclusion curve using the method detailed in appendix E. Although the computation is simplistic, it compares reasonably well and we therefore expect the projection to be a good guide to the future run. For a = 0 most of the parameter space will be excluded already with L = 20 fb −1 while L = 100 fb −1 will be enough to exclude the entire parameter space shown. To exclude the same values of (M R ,g) for |a| 10 the required luminosity is estimated to be L = 200 fb −1 .
Summary and Outlook
In this paper we have presented the Custodial Vector Model (CVM), featuring two new weak triplets of vector resonances in addition to the SM and 3 new parameters determining their interactions. Here we have studied the CVM in its own right but as mentioned in the introduction the model can be interpreted as an effective Lagrangian for several different theories of dynamical EWSB. We have further discussed the distinct collider phenomenology of the CVM: The presence of two nearly mass degenerate resonances in dilepton final states and a single (dominant) resonance in single charged lepton final states as well as the apparent absence of resonances in the W W and W Z channels. Finally the interactions between the new resonances and the Higgs sector can be probed by the associate Higgs production.
Despite the simple and distinct pattern of resonances, the identification of the CVM at LHC is challenging because of suppressed couplings to SM fields forg > 1, the narrow spacing of the resonances and, in a significant part of the parameter space, their narrow widths. Given the CVM model, Run II of the LHC should be able to discover a signal of new physics from the vector resonances with about 200 inverse femtobarns of luminosity in the parameter space region M R < 3 TeV,g < 4π and at least |a| 10. However to clearly identify the new physics as stemming from the CVM model, more luminosity and better resolution will be required. A high energy lepton collider would be ideal to uncover the CVM. 
A Mass matrices
The spin-one mass Lagrangian is
The charged mass eigenstates are the W boson, L ± , and R ± , whereas the neutral mass eigenstates are the photon A, the Z boson, L 0 and R 0 . Let C and N be the charged and neutral rotation matrix, respectively:
Diagonalization of the charged-boson mass matrix gives
where M R is defined in eq. (3.11).
Note that the spin-one charged resonance associated to the SU (2) R group does not mix with the W boson, and its mass is therefore unaffected, at tree-level, by the electroweak interactions. The SU (2) L resonance does mix with the W boson, and its mass receives a small and positive contribution. The 4 × 4 neutral mass matrix can be diagonalized analytically, because one eigenvalue is the massless photon. However it is more instructive to expand eigenvalues and eigenvectors in powers of 1/g, assuming that M R scales asg without a parametric suppression -25 -from f 2 + sv 2 . This gives
Note that the SU (2) L neutral resonance is still heavier than its SU (2) R counterpart, as g > g . The elements of the neutral boson rotation matrix are
B Couplings
In order to express the vertices with vectors in a compact form, we define
The trilinear spin-one vertices are
3)
The Higgs vertices with vectors are
where δM 2 C and δM 2 N are the v 2 part of the charged and neutral mass matrices, respectively. 
where i runs over quark and lepton doublets, with u i (d i ) up-type (down-type) fermion, and f runs over all quark and lepton flavours.
Here below we list the set of interactions between physical states relevant for the present study in the form presented in sec. (2) . The expansions in g/g assume that M R scales asg without parametric suppression from f 2 + sv 2 , the a parameter is or order 1 and δ scales as g 4 /(g 2 M 2 R ).
The couplings between L, R and SM weak bosons are 
ZRW = g 131 = 0 g ARR = e g ZRR = − g 2 g 2 + g 2 g LZZ = g LZγ = g RZZ = g RZγ = 0 .
(B.8)
The couplings between fermions and the vector fields are 19) where δ L = 1, 0 for L and R, the left-handed and right-handed fermions, respectively.
C Decay widths
Below we give the partial widths of the heavy R resonances, see e.g. [46] ,
2 )] (C.1) 
where x Z = (M Z /m R ) 2 , x H = (m H /m R ) 2 , and λ(x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2xy − 2yz − 2zx.
respectively. The sum of other background processes, tt, tW , W W , W Z, ZZ, τ τ and jets producing "fake" electrons have the same exponential fall off as a function of dilepton invariant mass as the DY for m( ) 200 GeV. They can therefore be modeled as a number times the DY cross-section. We take this number to be r = 0.24. Statistics: We look for a local excess in the mass window M R − 30 GeV < m( ) < M R +150, for each value of M R . A Poisson distribution is assumed for the expected number of background events, N B , Cross sections for which µ S = σ S L, is larger than N 95 are then considered excluded. The resulting exclusion limit presented in fig. (22) is slightly stronger than our exclusion limit given in the upper left panel of fig. (19) . This is not surprising given the simplicity of the analysis.
